The prevalence of gastrointestinal disorders associated with food intolerance in infants and young children, are 60-65%. Quite often accompanying status during intestinal system diseases in infants is maldyhestiyi syndrome and malabsorption, and violations of external secretory function of the pancreas, requiring the appointment polyenzyme drugs. "Sunzym syrup" is recommended for use in functional disorders caused by lack of or imbalance hidrolizuyuchyh enzymes inadequate secretory digestive functions, has a stimulating effect on secretory-evacuation function of the digestive system, mobilizing local capacity intestinal system.

Evaluation of efficacy and safety of dietary supplements "Sunzym syrup" conducted an open study to include 70 patients aged 3 months to 3 years who took dietary supplement "Sunzym syrup" in the complex treatment for 14 days of age doses. The criteria for inclusion in the clinical study were infants with having maldyhestiyi syndrome and / or malabsorption; impurities of blood and mucus in the stool; Functional disorders of the gastrointestinal tract; atopic dermatitis with gastrointestinal disorders; gastrointestinal disorders and delayed physical development.

Clinical efficacy and safety of dietary supplements "Sunzym syrup" was estimated in the dynamics of the intensity of the clinical manifestations of intestinal colic, flatulence, vomiting and dynamics nutritional status and performance results scatological study.

Reception polyenzyme dietary supplements "Sunzym syrup" in infants in 91.1% of patients with lactose deficiency and gastrointestinal food allergy was effective in the complex treatment of gastrointestinal manifestations of food intolerance, which clinically manifested decrease of abdominal pain, colic, vomiting, flatulence, increased neuro-reflex excitability and improving digestive processes scatological
study the results in a disappearance of steatorrhea in 43 patients (95.5%), creatorrhea - in 40 children (88.9%), amylorrhea - in 37 (82.2%) . Clinical research allows us to recommend the inclusion of dietary supplements "Suns syrup" in the complex treatment of gastrointestinal disorders in food intolerance (lactose intolerance, gastrointestinal food allergy) in children during the first years of life.